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Abstract-    A well formed and valid XML document is always a 
standard of efficient transmission of data for internet. To increase 
the performance of XML document, right choice of parser is 
always an important issue. In this paper we try to review some 
parsing techniques for XML documents so that researches related 
to XML can get new possibility of the parsing methods. 

Index Terms— XML parsing, DOM, SAX 

I.    INTRODUCTION  

  XML processing consist of four steps parsing, access, 
modification, and serialization. XML parsing is an important 
operation in reading a document with wellformedness and 
validating the document with Schema and DTD. Basically 
there are two approaches- 
1) Document Object Model.(DOM)- DOM is tree based 
API, which can use XPath for  finding information. In DOM, 
tokens are extract as object and build tree of object i.e nodes. 
DOM gives random access to XML document but  it is 
expensive in terms of loading the tree into memory. 
2) Simple API for XML (SAX)- SAX is a event based API. 
In SAX, tokens are extract as object and object creates the 
events for example string.  This type of API reports parsing 
events directly to application. No random access is available 
in SAX. 
       Further XML parsers can also be classified on 
computation power as “ heavy” and “light” parser. Heavy 
parsers are designed to provide advance computation power 
and Light parsers are designed for limited processing power 
and memory availability [1][2][3]. 

II.       XML PARSING METHODS 

      We require parsing as one of the important part in XML 
data processing.  The correctness of XML depends on 
welformedness and validation .In this section we are going to 
review some parsing techniques which are based on basic 
DOM and SAX model.  These techniques allow to handle the 
XML data efficiently to increase the performance. 
Prefiltering technique is one of the method to increase 
performance ,In[4] author proposed a framework within the 
existing DOM and SAX model and can access the large XML 
documents based on the approximate execution of user’s 
query. The special requirement of this type of technique is 
that it must guarantee that 100% call rate for maintaining the 
correctness of user application. This model of XML 
processing can be used where the data need infrequent 
updates. Constructing finite automata method is based on 
deterministic finite automaton from ordered schema. It 
translates XML schema to DFA and SOAP/XML messages,  
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which can be used for high performance web services [5]. 
The table driven streaming XML parsing(TDX) method is a 
schema specific parsing method. It consists of three stages: 
specification, processing, code generation, and run-time 
processing. TDX is based on linguistic principles, where  
XML parsing and validation are in context free grammar rule.  
All the constraint of XML schema are being checked by 
grammar productions at run time. Application specific events 
are converted as semantic actions in tightly defined 
production rules. TDX tables are interchangeable easily 
whenever the XML schema is updated along with parsing and 
validation [6]. Table-driven permutation phrase grammar  
parsing  is a schema specific parsing  technique  which is 
optimal in terms of time and space [7]. In the era of 
technology, computers will have more  cores day by day with 
faster clock speed and softwares are going to rely on 
parallelism of task.  In [8], the parallel XML  parsing  model 
is discussed along with experimental result on four core. Fig 
1 shows the architecture of parallel parsing model 

 
Fig1: PXP Archiecture 

The approach  focuses on DOM-style parsing, in which a tree  
data structure  of  document is created in memory. The 
procedure for parse and generating skeleton for XML 
document is called preparsing. Once the preparsing is done ,  
define initial pass for logical structure of the XML  document 
and  Logical structure is then  divides into chunks with proper 
XML grammar. Here dynamic partitioning  balances the load 
during parsing and can apply to any  irregular tree structure. 
PiXiMaL is the parallel processing library for large scale 
XML data files which takes advantage of Chip multi 
processor. In this approach, an effective scheme to parallelize 
the tokenization process along with  DFA based parser which 
recognizes subsets of XML and converts DFA to NFA which 
can be applied to any subset of input. The  output generate asa 
sequence of SAX events [9].  
       A Data Parallel Algorithm called ParDOM discusses the  
XML DOM parsing which supports map and sort operations.  
ParDOM consist of two phase, 

1) Phase I- Chunk creation, where construction of 
partial DOM structure on chunks of XML document 
is created. 

2) Phase II- Linking Partial DOM Trees- where the 
linking of partial structure is done. 

The  sequence of task in ParDOM is given in Figure 2. 
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Fig 2: Sequence of task in ParDOM 
 
When the technique is compared with PXP, it gives better 
scalable results on multicore processor along with wide 
variety of dataset with complex structure [10].  

Hybrid Parallelism for XML SAX Parsing is basically 
parallel XML SAX parser with four stage software pipeline 
every sequential     stage is followed by data parallel stage. 
The first stage address the ordering dependencies and the 
second stage the processed chunks of the data streams are 
available in data parallel style.  In third stage, it is possible to 
address the  data dependency in fast sequential stage and the 
fourth stage is again the data parallel stage with 
computationally intense data which be then process chunks 
of the incoming data stream independently. The is technique 
is basically useful to handle internet data dependencies[11]. 
In [12],a method of retrieving data from DBMS is defined 
,DOM based technique is used to parse XML documents and 
read into memory along with tree structure creation. System 
will send a query to cache then XML query is send to DBMS 
so that DBMS will search and retrieve the data.  
        The main issue in XML processing is the structure of the 
document. By referring structure we can identify the entity in 
the result. If the redundancy of structure related processing is 
reduced, the performance of XML processing increases. 
Dong Zhou presents the concept of structure encoding and 
identify recurring structure. The processing optimization can 
be categorized as- 

1) API Specialization 
2) Data Structure  Optimization 
3) Structure-related optimization 

Dong  zhou suggested some approaches to quickly 
identifying recurring structure in mobile environment, 
including collision resistant hash function [13].  
    XML is known for interoperatibility and ease of use. In 
[14], author defines how XML and SOAP is useful in small 
devices with constructing the properties of XML. 
Experimental analysis with microcontroller board shows how 
the performance can achieve with strict resources and how 
XML can be useful to address this. EXDOM is a Embedded 
XML DOM Parser designed for data analysis on Networked  
Embedded System and developed using Java 2 Micro 
Edition. A set of optimization practices like classmerging, 
elimination of variables, or method Inlining can reduce code 
size or Heap usage with more availability for memory 
location for other task. The design of EXDOM based on 
memory reuse and introduced as a solution to XML 
processing in environments that provide limited memory and 
computing  power [4].  
   SCBXP is hardware technique for XML processing on 
mobile networks along with limited memory resource. The 
architecture of  SCBXP consist of – 

1) Two dual-port memory modules—one is located 
first for loading stage and second for reading stage. 

2) Four 8-bit FIFOs and their associated control 
module that are part of the aligning stage. 

3)  An XML aligning state machine that operates in the     
      aligning stage. 
4)  A CAM that is the main part of the matching stage. 
5)  Five parsing state machines that act in the        
      post matching stage. 
6) A scheduler/writer module that operates in the  
     scheduling /writing stage  

The technique is implemented on FPGA with rate of 2bytes 
of   XML data per clock cycle and ensures the fully well 
formed  XML [15].   

 In [16], memory-side data loading in the parsing stage 
incurs a significant performance overhead, as much as the 
computation does. Here the focus is on computation 
acceleration of XML parsing. XML parsing from memory 
side can reduce cache misses upto 80%. 

III.  CONCLUSION  

Due to flexibility and interoperatibilty of XML, efficient 
performance in XML parsing is always the key requirement 
in  every area. We studied some XML parsing techniques 
with basic models DOM and SAX. This paper also focused 
on use XML for internet and embedded system along with 
parsing methods. 
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